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Radiative decays of the J/P into ym. +m. and yK+K
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The decays J/P~ym+m and J/r/i~yK+K, M + &2.0 GeV/c, have been studied. Mea-

surements are presented for B(f~yf(1270))B(f(1270)~m+vr ), B(g~yO(1720))B(0(1720)
~mt+a ), B(g~yf'(1525))B(f'(1525)~K+K ), and B(g~yB)B(8(1720) +K+K ). A—
higher-mass structure is observed in the m. +m. channel. The spin of the 8(1720) is established with
high confidence. The polarization structure of the f (1270), f'(1525), and 8(1720) have been deter-
mined.

I. INTRODUCTIQN

This paper deals with J/g radiative decays to mr+a.

systems of all kinematically accessible invariant masses
and to K+K systems below 2.0 GeV/c (Ref. 1). KE
masses above 2.0 GeV/c have been treated separately.

Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) admits the possibili-
ty of colorless bound states of two or more gluons, which
have been named glueballs. Radiative decays of the J/1b
have been suggested as promising modes for glueball
searchs. The ratio of J/1b decays via ygg to those via ggg,
according to perturbative QCD, is

r( J/1b rgg)
ggg)

36 2 a 22as
+ + ~ ~ ~

5 ' a, 7T

'2

For a, =0.2, this leads to a branching fraction
8(J/1b~y2g)-5 —10%. Thus, a substantial fraction of
all J/1b decays are expected to proceed through the radia-

tive decay diagram. Hadronic final states produced from
the two-gluon system have C= + and I=O.

It was calculated that J =0++,0 +,2++ dominate
the J/g~yX final state and that J =1 and 1 + are
suppressed. The final states most accessible are those con-
taining two or three pseudoscalars. Two pseudoscalars
can combine to produce states with J =0++,2++ while
three pseudoscalars can form J =0 + states.

In the 2++ channel, the f(1270) appears very prom-
inently in the m.m mode. The production characteristics
(i.e., the population of the different polarization states) of
this final state have been measured by the Mark II and
Crystal Ball experiments. ' The f'(1525) has been seen
by the Mark II experiment in the X+K final state. The
8(1720) has been observed in the rig and K+K decay
modes by the Crystal Ball and Mark II experiments,
respectively; they have only sei limits on its decay to ~m
(Refs. 7 and 8). The 8(1720) has been suggested as a glue-
ball candidate. The S"(975), an I=O, 0++ state, is
notably absent from radiative J/1b decays.
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II. THE MARK III DETECTOR

The Mark III detector' is a general-purpose magnetic
spectrometer, optimized for the SPEAR energy region.
The design goal was a detector capable of complete recon-
struction of exclusive final states. At the SLAC storage
ring SPEAR, the mean charged and neutral multiplicities
are each about four. The momentum spectra for charged
and neutral particles peaks at 500 and 250 MeV/c, respec-
tively. The salient features of the detector are (1) a beryl-
lium beam pipe with a low-mass trigger chamber to mini-
mize multiple scattering, (2) a charged-track solid-angle
coverage of 85% of 4m. , and a neutral track coverage of
95% of 4~, (3) good particle identification for the charged
tracks using a time-of-flight (TOF) system with a resolu-
tion of 190 ps, (4) a finely segmented shower counter with
good detection efficiency for low-energy photons, good
electron-hadron separation, and an energy resolution of
bE/E= 17%/v E, and (5) two layers of steel and muon
counters outside the solenoidal coil for muon-hadron
separation covering 65% of 4~. The detector design is
shown in axial and transverse views in Figs. 1 and 2,
respectively.

III. THE yw+m FINAL STATE

Event selection for J/f~ y vr+ m

The radiative photon must be observed in the shower
counter. Events are required to have fewer than five iso-
lated photons, where "isolated" means cosO& & 0.95.
More than one photon is allowed since the products of
charged hadrons interacting in the shower counter are
sometimes counted as photons.

The number of kaons produced in J/P decays is much
smaller than the number of pions, so that no particle iden-
tification by TOF is required for m's. This results in a
higher efficiency due to greater solid-angle coverage. The
kaons in the sample are removed later by kinematic fit-
ting.
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FIG. 2. The transverse view of the Mark III detector.

The muon system is used to reject yp+p events. To
avoid biases due to hadronic punch-through, events are re-
jected only if one track is detected in both layers in the
muon system and the other track is found in at least one
muon layer.

The ym. +sr candidates are preselected for fitting using
simple kinematic cuts. Two variables are used: a
"missing-neutral-energy" variable U (Ref. 11) and a
"missing-p, " variable p, (Ref. 11). The U variable is de-

'y
fined as U=E,„—

I
P;„I, where E;„and P;„are

the missing energy and momentum, calculated from the
charged-track momenta by using the pion mass hy-
pothesis. The resolution is U is approximately indepen-
dent of the missing momentum. A cut to include events
with

I

U
I

&0.2 GeV is made, corresponding to —3o in
the resolution. The sample remaining after such a cut is
dominated by the m. +m. n and the y~+m final states.

The p, variable is defined by the relation
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FICx. 1. The axial view of the Mark III detector.
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where 0 is the angle between P;„and the direction of the
photon. This variable measures the agreement between
the missing momentum recoiling against the charged
tracks and the angles of the photon in the event. It uses
the fact that the angles and magnitude of the missing
momentum are well measured by the drift chamber,
whereas only the angles of the photon are well measured
by the shower counter. The background from ~+m. ~ is
approximately flat in this variable for values up to
p, -m o, whereas the radiative signal is peaked at small

'y 7r

values p, =0.001 (GeV/c) . The distribution in p, for
'y 'y

the candidate ym+m events which have passed the U cut
is shown in Fig. 3(a). Signal events are required to have

p, &0.002; this cut suppresses more than 80% of the

background.
To improve the mass resolution and increase the ability

to reject background, four-constraint fits are done by im-

posing energy and momentum conservation. The ability
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of the kinematic fit to discriminate between signal and
background is important in this analysis, as it partially
makes up for insufficient TOF information.

Fits are performed using all permutations of the photon
candidates in the event. Two parallel hypotheses are ex-
amined, representing the signal of interest
(J/f~y n+m ) as well. as the largest background
(J/g~yyir+ir ). For the events passing the P, cut,'y
the P, distribution for the ym. ir hypothesis is shown in

Fig. 3(b). The combination with the best fit to ym. +m. is
retained if the confidence level is )0.05. A Monte Carlo
simulation shows that with this cut there is little kaon
contamination, even without the particle identification
from the time-of-flight counters.

The n.+rr mass distribution resulting from these
kinematic cuts is shown in Fig. 4. There is evidence for a
p (770) peak due to feed-through from the J/P~p m

channel, an f(1270) peak due to real radiative events, and
a large background from J/P~p+ n+. —

The background coming from J/f~m m+ir

originates in events in which the m. decays asymmetrically
and one photon is lost. This configuration is kinematical-
ly indistinguishable, for finite resolution, from the desired
single-photon topology, since the low-energy photon car-
ries away a negligible rnomenturn. Thus, despite the cuts
that have been applied, J/g~m. +m. ir remains the dom-
inant source of background in this final state. Figure 5(a)
shows the mass distribution for JP/~ ir+m. ir events
which have been kinematically fit to the J/f~yyir+m.
hypothesis, with an additional requirement:
0.08&m~& &0.19 CzeV/c . The p mass peak is visible,
and the broader peak at higher mass is the kinematic re-
flection of the p

+—ir+ events. The Dalitz plot shows the
dominance of the two-body pn final state, which is con-
fined to a small region of the total phase space, as seen in
Fig. 5(b).

If additional electron-hadron identification is employed
to reject electrons, using information from the shower
counter, the mass distribution changes as shown in Fig.
6(a), and the corresponding Dalitz plot is shown in Fig.
6(b). States with a fixed m+m. mass appear as diagonal
bands. The p

—sr+ background is visible in the Dalitz plot
in the form of bands at the edges of the plot. Events lying
outside the pm bands correspond to real ym+m decays, as
they cannot be attributed to other background processes.

Two fits are performed to determine the mass and
width of the f(1270). One has the width fixed at 0.180
CreV/c, the value quoted by the Particle Data Ciroup, '

while the other allows the width to vary. The results are
shown in Fig. 7, where a simple polynomial has been used
to represent the background. The results of these fits are

m =1.269+ii'Ois GeV/c, I:—0.180 GeV/c (fixed)

and

m = 1.268 o oip G'eV/c I =0.139 o'o39 CxeV/c

where the quoted errors represent the statistical uncertain-
ty of the fit. The fits are consistent, but the narrower
width corresponds to a smaller number of events in the
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FIG. 6. (a) The sr+~ mass distribution after additional elec-
tron cuts and (b) the Dalitz plot.

peak. In extracting the branching ratio for the f(1270),
the width is fixed at 0.180 GeV/c .

The detection efficiency is calculated by generating and
reconstructing Monte Carlo events with the correct mass,
width, and angular distributions for the f(1270). The ac-
tual parameters used for the Monte Carlo generation were

m =1.270 GeV/c, I =0.180 GeV/c

x =0.88, y =0.04, y„=yy ——0,
where the helicity-amplitude ratios x and y are defined in
the next section. The values are taken from the measure-
ment of the Crystal Ball Collaboration for the yn. m final
state, rather than from the current analysis, since the
yn. n. state does not suffer from the hadronic (pm. ) back-
ground problems inherent in the charged state. The effi-
ciency is found to be 0.38+0.05. Using this efficiency, the
branching ratio is

B(J/Q~y f(1270))B(f(1270)~ir+ir )

=(7.66+0.5+1.3)x10
where the systematic error includes the uncertainties from

the Monte Carlo efficiency calculation, the form of the
angular distribution, the number of produced J/1( events,
and the value of the width in the fit.

Spin analysis of the f(1270) region

The spin analysis of X in the decay sequence J/g~yX,
X~O 0 is performed by studying the angular distribu-
tions of the radiated photon and one of the two pseudo-
scalars. A boson-antiboson pair produced in radiative
J/P decays must have J =(even)++. For the J=O
case, the angular distributions are completely predicted.
For J)2, the angular distributions depend on several, a
priori unknown, parameters, which in the helicity forrnal-
ism, ' describe the relative populations of the allowed po-
larization states of X. Parity invariance reduces the num-
ber of complex helicity parameters from seven to three,
denoted by Ap, A&, and A2. By taking ratios, these six
real quantities are further reduced to four, defined as

A] IP A2xe—: , yeAp' Ap

x and y are the ratios of helicity one and two to helicity
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minimal. 8 provides the most powerful analyzer for the
spin of the boson state.

This angle, while also defined in the center of
mass, requires large acceptance corrections, reducing its
analyzing power. The angle P is Lorentz invariant, as it
is defined in a plane normal to the direction of the boost
to the boson center of mass. In the laboratory frame, it is
the angle between the production plane containing the
beams and the radiative photon, and the decay plane, con-
taining the pions and the radiative photon. When these
two planes coincide (at P =O, ir), it is likely that one of
the charged tracks will leave the detector at a large value
of

~

cos8
~

. This results in poor acceptance for this angle,
rendering it useless for the spin analysis.

The presence of pir backgrounds further complicates
the polarization analysis. Fortunately, the f(1270) lies in
a region of low background, between the p m and the
p

—+a+ feed-throughs. To correctly account for this back-
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zero. The fitting procedure involves a maximum-
likelihood technique to perform an acceptance corrected
fit to determine the four helicity parameters for a given
spin hypothesis. For the f(1270) analysis, J is fixed to be
2.

Three angles describe the production and decay process:
0& is the polar angle of the radiative photon in the labora-
tory system; 8 is the polar angle of the positive meson in
the boson center of mass; (() is the azimuthal angle of the
positive meson in the boson center of mass.

For the yn+m final s.tate, the Monte Carlo accep-
tances for these angles are shown in Fig. 8. These
represent the probability of detecting a track produced
with a flat distribution in each of the three angles. The
factor which has the greatest impact on the acceptance is
the limited solid angle available for well-measured
charged tracks. Several comments can be made on the
impact of the acceptance for each angle on the subsequent
analysis.

8&. This angle suffers from large corrections due to its
correlation with the charged-track directions. The effect
is not easily visible in uniform phase space decays, but is
more apparent when there are stronger track correlations
present. The result is that the acceptance is not well de-
fined in the region of large

~
cos8& ~, which is important

in distinguishing a uniform distribution from 1 + cos 0&.
8~. This angle is defined in the boson center-of-mass

frame, and is therefore averaged over laboratory direc-
tions. The result is that the acceptance corrections are
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ground in the fitting procedure an additional term is add-
ed to the total logarithmic-likelihood function. The,
logarithmic-likelihood function for the fit is then

where Wr is the J=2 angular correlation function, and
5 represents the fraction of pm contamination. The back-
ground term, which contains no free parameters, has been
calculated using the helicity formalism. The angular
correlation function 8'~ is

I
& I

40

30
O

20

LLI)
COSey

10

I i I & I

8'z ——sin 8 (1+cos 5 +sin 8 cos2p ),
where 8 is the laboratory polar angle of the pion which
is not part of the p, 5 ~ is the polar angle of the sr+ in the

p center of mass, and g ~ is the azimuthal angle of the n+
in the p center of mass. The background logarithmic-
likelihood function is

The wm combination which is closest to the p mass is used
as the p. The angles are calculated by using the missing
four-momentum recoiling against the sr+a system as an
estimate for the missing m four-momentum.

Events to be included in the fit are chosen to lie in a
mass region containing the f(1270), 1.15 & M & 1.40
CxeV. The results of applying the likelihood procedure to
this event sample are displayed in Fig. 9. The histograms
are the data, and the curves are a smoothed approxima-
tion to the Monte Carlo prediction for the results of the
fit. The fit is a good representation of the data in all three
projections displayed here. The results for this fit are
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The quoted errors are statistical only. The large errors in
and qr~ reflect the minor influence of the relative

phases on the fit results. Setting the phases to zero and
refitting does not change the values of x and y.

Study of radiative decays into other ~+~ states

The low-lying 0 + and 2++ isoscalar mesons are ob-
served in radiative J/P decays with large branching ra-
tios, but there is no evidence for 0++ mesons. No limit is
set here on the production of the nonstrange state,
e(1300), in radiative J/P decays due to the presence of the
f(1270). The S'(975), the 0++ isoscalar state with ss
quark content, lies just below the %+K threshold. It is
clearly observed by Mark III in the hadronic decay
J//~Perm (Ref. 14). It is not observed in J/P
~y~+~, and a limit has been set by performing a
maximum-likelihood fit using a Breit-Wigner shape with
the mass and width fixed at 0.975 and 0.035 GeV/c,
respectively:

B(J/g~yS*)B(S'(975)~~~) & 7x 10

(90% C.L. ) .

The mass distribution in Fig. 6(a) has two additional
structures above the f(1270). The interpretation of these
structures is ambiguous, but a fit has been performed to

FICx. 9. The histogram is the f(1270) data. The curves are
generated by reweighting the Monte Carlo events using the heli-
city parameters extracted from the maximum-likelihood fit to
the data.

test the hypothesis that the entire spectrum can be
described by three incoherent Breit-Wigner functions.
The first represents the f(1270) with its mass fixed at
1.270 GeV/c and its width fixed at 0.180 GeV/c . The
second represents a possible 8(1720) signal. Its mass has
been left free to allow comparison with the E+IC re-
sults, but its width is fixed at 0.130 GeV/c, as seen in the
K+E channel. The third Breit-Wigner function
represents the third structure observed in the mass distri-
bution. This peak could correspond to an excited f(1270),
either the h(2040), with J =4++, or possibly the corre-
sponding J =2++ state.

The fit is shown in Fig. 10. The parameters found are

m2 ——1.713+0.015 VeV/c

I 2=0. 130 GeV/c (fixed),

m 3 ——2.086+0.015 CzeV/c

r, =0.210+0.063 GeV/c
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The mass obtained in the fit for the second peak is con-

sistent with the 8(1720) mass of 1.72 GeV measured in the
IC+K channel. Interpreting this state to be the 8(1720),
and using Monte Carlo events generated with the 8(1720)
parameters found in the IC+IC system, the efficiency for
the cuts applied is 0.39+0.06. This leads to
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FIG. 11. The extracted cosO distribution for the peaks: (a)
the number of events vs eos8 for the f{1270); (b) for the
8(1720); (c) for the third peak in the fit.

8( /JQ~y8(1720))8(8(1720)~n+n )

= (1.6+0.4+0.3) &( 10

where the systematic error includes estimates of the un-

certainties in the efficiency due to lack of knowledge of
the true angular distributions.

An attempt has been made to study the decay angular
distributions of the second peak. Unfortunately, there is
significant background, both from the tail of the f(1270)
and from pm. event, preventing a full spin analysis. A
simpler technique allows the extraction of the angular dis-
tribution of the signal events. The 8 angle contains most
of the available information about the spin of the state.
To obtain the distribution, the total event sample shown
in Fig. 10 is divided into five bins in 1cos8 1. Fits to the
mass distribution corresponding to each such bin are per-
formed to extract the number of observed events in each
of the three peaks. The distribution found for the f(1270)
is shown in Fig. 11(a). It agrees well with the analysis dis-
cussed previously. The distribution for the 8(1720) and
the third peak are shown in Figs. 11(b) and 11(c), and ap-
pear flat. As will be shown, this distribution for the
8(1720) is quite similar to that observed in the IC+EC

channel.
The third peak at M=2.086 CxeV/c has no obvious in-

terpretation. Its parameters are consistent with those of
the h(2030): m =2.027+0.012 CJeV/c and I
=0.220+0.030 GeV/c . Its angular distributions are
similar to those of the 8(1720). Thus, the same efficiency
was used to calculate a branching ratio:

8(J/Q~yX(2100) )8(X(2100)~n+m )

=(3.0+0.5+0.6) X 10

One final speculation has been investigated. In previ-
ous studies of J/it/~yam by the Mark II and Crystal Ball
Collaborations, ' there was a hint of structure on the high
side of the f(1270). This feature is also visible in Fig. 10.
The decay J/g~con+mstudie. d b.y Mark III has a very
large quasi-two-body decay mode: J/ t~itcof(1270), with
high statistics. ' In this final state, there is no indication
for structure on the high side of the f(1270).

As possible explanation, a fit is made to four interfering
Breit-Wigner amplitudes, including a contribution from
f'(1525)~m. +m . This is shown in Fig. 12. The masses
and widths of f(1270),f'(1525), and 8(1720) are fixed:

mI ——1.270 GeV/c, I I——0. 180 GeV/c

mI ——1.520 CxeV/c, I I ——0.080 GeV/c

me ——1.720 CJeV/c, I e
——0. 130 GeV/c

The relative magnitudes and phases of each Breit-Wigner
amplitude are allowed to vary. The small peak in the
f'(1525) region corresponds to the squared amplitude for
the f'(1525) from the fit. This corresponds to a product
branching ratio of -3)& 10 . This impliesB(f'~mm).

8(f'~KX)
where the value for the f' product branching ratio to KIC
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FIG. 13. Single-track kaon efficiency vs momentum: (a) non-
decaying kaons, (b) kaons decaying in the drift chamber.

has been taken from the analysis of the K+K channel
presented later.

EV. THE yK+K FINAL STATE

Introduction

The 8(1720) was first observed by the Crystal Ball Col-
laboration in the gg mode, using 2.2& 10 produced
J/lt's. A spin analysis favored J =2+ at the 95% C.L.
The statistics for this analysis were limited, and no al-
lowance was made for the possible presence of the
f'(1525).

The Mark II experiment later observed the g(1720) in
the K+E mode. Their analysis was able to distinguish
the 8(1720) from the nearby f'(1525) signal.

Kinematics

Since the outer radius of the drift chamber (1.1 m) is
comparable to the proper decay length of a kaon (3.7 m),
kaons produced in J/g decays often decay within the
Mark III detector. The detection efficiency for single
kaons as a function of momentum is studied using Monte
Carlo events. The results are in Fig. 13; the efficiency for
detecting kaons falls rapidly below 0.500 CxeV/c, and is
negligible below 0.200 GeV/c.

The minimum and maximum kaon momenta for dif-
ferent K+E masses are displayed in Fig. 14. The van-
ishing minimum momentum that occurs at mzz —1.35
CxeV is the result of a kinematic crossover which takes
place when the velocity of the K+E system is equal to
the velocity of the kaons in the K+K center of mass.
This kinematic effect combines with the kaon detection
efficiency to produce a reduction in the overall efficiency
in the 1.4-GeV/c mass region. This is significant for the
f'(1525) branching-ratio measurement and spin analysis.

Event selection

The events are required to have one to four cleanly iso-
lated photons. Charged tracks must be well measured in

the drift chamber, and identified as being consistent with
kaons by the TOF system. Figure 14 shows that the max-
imum kaon momentum is always above 1 GeV/c . The
ability of the TOF system to separate kaons from pions at
momenta above 1 GeV/c is very limited. Each track is
required to be consistent with the kaon hypothesis within
the 2.5o., corresponding to a weight )0.05, where the

—x /2weight is defined by e " with

tmeas t pred
2

I.O

0.5

C)
0

1.0 l.5 2.0
MK+K- (GeV/c )

2.5

FIG. 14. The minimum and maximum kaon momenta vs

K+K

Although vr-K separation of TOF may be ambiguous for a
single high-momentum track, the pair identification is
satisfactory because the second kaon has low momentum.
It is further required that the track is not consistent with
the pion hypothesis. This is done by requiring that the
relative TOF weight, weight (m )/weight (IC), be less than
one for each charged track. This cut introduces a slight
momentum dependence in the efficiency for kaons with
momenta above 1 GeV/c. The overall efficiency for the
K+K system is almost independent of the individual
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kaon momenta, except for low m~x masses.
Kinematic fits are performed to impose energy and

momentum conservation. These fits produce an improve-
ment in the resolution and aid in rejecting background
events. Fits to the J/g~yK+E hypothesis are per-
formed using all of the "isolated" photons in the event
and the fit with the smallest X is used. The confidence
level for the kinematic fit is required to be greater than
0.02. Monte Carlo studies indicate that less than 5% of
these events contain a decay kaon. The distribution of
events obtained after making the event selection cuts is
shown in Fig. 15.

The background events not eliminated by TOF and
kinematic fitting are those containing extra low-energy
photons. The dominant contribution comes from the de-
cay J/lt ~K*+-K+, where K*~K~ . The contribution
of these events in the mzx &2.0 GeV/c region is es-

timated to be —30 events, or S%%uo of the total. This back-
ground is not rejected.

mf ——1.527+0.008 GeV/c

rf.=0.087+0.037 CxeV/c

m ~ ——1.72+0.007 CseV/c 2,

I ~
——0. 132+0.015 GeV/c

The quoted errors are statistical only. Allowing the two
Breit-Wigner amplitudes to interfere does not improve the
fit.
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FICx. 15. Incoherent fits to the f'(1525) and the e(1720) in the
E +X mass distribution.

Mass-plot analysis for the f '( 1525) /8(1700) region

Two states are apparent in the K+K mass plot shown
in Fig. 15. The lower peak is identified with the f (1525),
while the upper peak has a mass consistent with that of
the 8(1720).

To extract the masses and widths for the f'(1525) and
the 8(1720), the mass plot is fitted with two incoherent
Breit-Wigner amplitudes, and a parametrization of three-
body phase space. The fit is shown in Fig. 15. The pa-
rameters obtained are

Spin analysis for the f '(1525)/8(1700) region

The next step is to perform a spin analysis using the
production and decay angular distributions. The calcula-
tion of the production and decay angular distribution for
this case has already been described in the discussion of
the f(1270). In the present case, the spin will not be as-
sumed; fits will be performed to the J =0+ and 2+ hy-
potheses.

For the J=O case, the angular distribution is complete-
ly determined. For J=2, the four parameters,
(x,y, p„,y~) are a priori unknown, and allow the angular
distributions to vary greatly in shape. The ability to
separate different values of the spin is compromised by
this uncertainty. For some values of x and y, states with
J=2 will have a highly peaked distribution in cosOz,
which allows them to be distinguished from J=O states.
However, if the cos8x distribution is approximately flat,
it is very difficult to distinguish different spins without
high statistics.

The spin analysis is performed separately for the
f'(1525) and the 8(1720) mass regions, defined to be

f'(1525): 1.45 & m +z & 1.60 GeV/c

8(1720): 1.60& m +z & 1.85 GeV/c

Additional cuts were made on the track angles to restrict
the fiducial volume

cos8r
I

&0 95
I
cos8

The final event sample contains 103 events in the f'(1525)
region and 239 events in the 8(1720) region. The two res-
onances are too close in mass to be fully isolated from
each other. Using the previous incoherent Breit-Wigner
fit as a guide, the 8(1720) contamination in the f'(1525)
region is -20%%uo, and the f (1525) contamination in the
8(1720) region is —5%. The influence of this contamina-
tion will be studied by performing fits over subintervals of
these two regions.

The Monte Carlo acceptances are displayed for the
f'(1525) and 8(1720) regions in Fig. 16. The differences
in the acceptance between the f'(1525), and the 8(1720)
are due to kinematic effects and K decays.

The fit procedure is performed under a variety of con-
ditions. The first group of fits is performed over the full
f'(1525) region. Two fits to J=2 are made: one has the
relative phases P„and (()„ fixed at zero; the other allows
them to vary. A second group of fits is performed over a
restricted mass region, which contains less background
from the 8(1720). The results for this second group are
consistent with those from the full mass region, which are
displayed in Fig. 17. The curves are a smoothed fit to
Monte Carlo events which have been weighted by the ac-
tual fit results. This indirect technique is necessary be-
cause the acceptance function is never explicitly evaluat-
ed, but appears only in the form of a normalization in-
tegral. The results for the spin analysis of the f'(1525) re-
gion are summarized in Table I. Spin 2 is clearly favored.

It is evident that the acceptance effects are large for
this mass region. The cosO& distribution for J=O before
acceptance corrections is 1+ cos Oz, whereas after the
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W(J =0)
W(J =2) -43 .

This variable should be distributed like a 7 variable for
four degrees of freedom, since there are four more vari-
ables in the J=2 fit than there are in the J=O fit. This
would imply that J=O is rejected at the 10 level.

A better means of evaluating the significance of the fit
involves performing a series of Monte Carlo experiments
using pure samples consisting of the number of events ac-
tually observed. For the f'(1525) region, two sets of
Monte Carlo experiments are performed. The first used
events generated with J =0+, the second, events generat-

corrections it appears approximately flat. The J=2 fit
appears, in projection, to be slightly better than the J=O
fit. Neither fit describes the excess of events near
cosOz ———1 very well.

The likelihood is much better for the J=2 fit than for
the J=O fit. An estimate which takes the number of free
parameters into account is obtained by defining

ed with J =2 and with x=0.67, y=O, y„=y~=0. The
latter values are chosen as a representative set of parame-
ters from the J=2 fit to the real events. The results of a
large number of such Monte Carlo experiments, each con-
taining 103 events in the f (1525) mass region, imply that
the relative probability for the J =0+ hypothesis is
&10

The conclusion of this analysis is that the f'(1525) has
J =2+, which agrees with the established value. ' The
helicity-amplitude ratios measured here for the first time
are x ——, and y-0. The corresponding phases are con-
sistent with zero. These values agree qualitatively with
those found for the f(1270) presented earlier in this paper.

The analysis of the 0(1720) region proceeds in an identi-
cal manner. The results of the spin analysis are summa-
rized in Table II. The results for fits to the full 8(1720)
region are listed, along with the results for fits performed
in a subinterval with less potential f'(1525) contamina-
tion. The results for the two groups of fits are consistent.
Once again, the three projections indicate that J=2 yields
a better description of the data. The likelihood ratios in-
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FIG. 17. The fit results for the f (1525) spin analysis. The histograms display the events used in the fit. (a), (b), and (c) indicate
the results for the J=O fit, (d), (e), and (f) for the J=2 fit. (See Fig. 9 for details. )

TABLE I. The f'(1525) spin-analysis results. The upper group of fits are performed over the full mass region. The lower group of
fits has fewer events, but has less 0{1720)contamination.

Full f'(1525)
region

1.45 & m & 1.60 GeV/c
103 events

Partial f'(1525)
region

1.450&m &1.525 GeV/c~
43 events

Fit J=0
Fit J=2
(fixed phases)

Fit J=2
(variable phases)

Fit J=0
Fit J=2
(variable phases)

1nW = —257.5
1nW = —237.3

x =0.65+0.09, g =0
y = —0.03+0.11, y~=0

1nW = —235.9
x =0.63+0.09, g =1.3+0.6

0 17+0 15 gy:2 6+0 9

lnW = —84.2
lnW = —81.6

x =0.85+0.23, g„=1.1+0.8
y = —0.4+0.3, g~=1.3+1.0
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TABLE II. The 0(1720) spin-analysis results. The upper group of fits are performed over the full mass region. The lower group
of fits are performed over a restricted mass region.

Full 0(1720)
region

1.60&m &1.85 GeV/c
239 events

Partial 0(1720)
region

1.675&m &1.850 GeV/c
177 events

Fit J=O
Fit J=2
(fixed phases)

Fit J=2
(variable phases)

Fit J=0
Fit J=2
(variable phases)

lnW = —644.9
1nW = —636.7

x = —1.07+0. 16, y„=0
y = —1.10+0. 16, (py

——0
lnW = —636.5

x = —1.07+0. 16, g „=0.6+0.6

y = —1.09+0.15 y = —0. 1+0.5

jnW = —438.8
lnW = —432.9

x = —1.14+0.20 g„=0.0+1.1

y = —1.28+0.20 gy
——0.0+0.9
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FIG. 18. The fit results for the 0(1720) spin analysis. The histograms display the events used in the fit. (a), (b), and (c) ~nd~cate the
fit results for the J=O fit, (d), (e), and (f) for the J=2 fit. (See Fig. 9 for details. )
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dicate the same trend, but not as strongly as for the
f (1525) fits. The corresponding estimate for the signifi-
cance of these results gives

B(J/Q~yf'(1525))B(f'(1525) —+K+K )

=(3.0+0.7+0.6) X 10

W(J =0)g = —21n W(J =2)
—17.

B(P~y 8( 1720))B(8( 1720)~K +K )

=(4.8+0.6+0.9)X 10

Assuming a X distribution for four degrees of freedom
gives a confidence level of about 2)& 10 3, strongly favor-
ing the J =2+ hypothesis for the 8(1720).

The most important feature of the projections is the
nonflat distribution in cos8z (Fig. 18). It is described
fairly well by the J=2 fit, but very poorly by the J=O flt.

For the 8(1720) region, two ensembles of Monte Carlo
experiments are also performed. The first uses events
generated with J =0+, and the second, events generated
with J =2, and with x = —1.2, y = —1.2, fz fy 0.
The values measured for x and y in the real data do not
agree with the values expected from the Monte Carlo tests
if the 8(1720) were really a J =0+ state. Monte Carlo
experiments generated with J=2 agree quite well with the
measured values, and indicate that 8(1720) is very con-
sistent with the J =2+ parent distribution.

The conclusion of this analysis is that the 8(1720) is a
J =2+ state. The Monte Carlo experiments, although
indicating that the J=2 likelihood should be larger, sug-
gest a relative probability for J=O of —10

Branching ratios for the f'(1525)/8(1700) region

To calculate a branching ratio, the f'(1525) efficiency is
measured by using Monte Carlo events generated with the
following parameters:

m =1.520 GeV/c, I =0.075 GeV/c

J=2, x =0.67, y =0.0, y =yz ——0.

After passing these events through the standard event
selection procedure the resulting detection efficiency is

ef ——0. 160+0.024 .

A similar procedure is used for the 8(1720) detection effi-
ciency. The Monte Carlo events are generated with the
following parameters:

m =1.725 GeV/c, I =0.120 GeV/c

J=2, x= —1.2, y= —1.2, y =yy ——0.
The detection efficiency is

eg ——0.222+0.033 .

The large difference between the f'(1525) and the 8(1720)
detection efficiencies is due to the acceptance effects dis-
cussed previously.

These efficiencies, when combined with the number of
J/t)'j's which were produced and the number of observed
events, yield the following branching ratios:

V. THEORETICAL DISCUSSION

The f(1270) and f'(1525) are the two isosinglet
members of the lowest-lying qq tensor nonet. This nonet
is experimentally observed to be almost ideally mixed; the
f(1270) is nearly pure uu+dd and the f'(1525) nearly
pure ss. For the standard J/f radiative decay diagram,
the photon is radiated from the initial state, and the two-
gluon system is an SU(3) singlet. This predicts' the ratio

I (J/g~yf')
&(J/f~yf)

if phase-space corrections are ignored. R cannot be
evaluated exactly because B(f'( 1525)~KK ) is not
known. Using the Mark III values for the radiative ratios
to m.m and KK presented here earlier and the value
B(f(1270)~mvr) =0.83+0.02 (Ref. 12), one obtains

0.43+0. 15

B(f'(1525 )~KK )

Montanet' has quoted a lower bound: B(f'~KK) )0.7.
If a value of 0.8 is assumed, then

R =0.54+0.19,
in satisfactory agreement with the SU(3)-singlet predic-
tion.

For the 8(1720), the values of x and y give information
about its internal dynamical structure. Krammer, ' using
El dominance, predicts x =~3, y =W6. This is the
correct answer for the radiative production and decay of
g(3555), from the P' resonance. Bugg' showed that if the
8(1720) is a light quark-antiquark state with 1=1, then
one expects the relation 2W2x —v 6=y. This relation is
satisfied by Krammer's values, but not by the present
measurements of x = —1, y = —1. Close has argued19

that, if the transverse momentum in a light qq spin-2 state
with mass equal to m ~ is small with respect to
(mJ/Q me )/2mJ&~, one expects x =v'3/2, y=O, in
contradiction with our data for the 8(1720), but correct
for the f(1270) and the f'(1525). Close's values also satis-
fy Bugg's relation. Liu pointed out that the x and y
values from a qqq q interpretation of the 8(1720) are in-
consistent with this data. Ward, ' presuming the 8(1720)
to be a bound state of two transverse-electric gluons, and
using Lipkin's idea of X2(3555) dominance in an
effective-Lagrangian formalism, found x = —0.85,
y= —1.0, with theoretical uncertainties of 25%. These
results support the popular view that the 8(1720) is a
(TE) glueball state, but that a qqG state is not excluded.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SUMMARY

In the ye+a final state, the f(1270) is observed with a
mass and width that agree well with the standard values.
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Because of the correlation between the width and the
background shape, a fixed f(1270) width has been used.
The quoted branching ratio comes from a fit using three
incoherent Breit-Wigner line shapes to describe the ~+m.

mass spectrum. The result is

B(J/t/i~y f (1270))B(f(1270)~m vr)

=(1.15+0.07+0. 19)X 10

This is in good agreement with the best previous measure-
ments. '

A polarization analysis of the f(1270) has been per-
formed. The results shown below include estimated sys-
tematic effects in the fitting procedure, mostly associated
with the large p~ background. These results are

x =0.96+0.12, (px ———0.5+0.7

y =0.06+0. 13 y„=—0.4+1.9 .

The best previous measurement yielded

x =0.88+0.11, y =0.04+0. 14 .

A limit has been set on the radiative production of the
scalar state S*(975):

B(J /Q~y S(97 5))B(S*(975)~nm) (7X10
(90% C.L. ) .

In J/g~yvr+rr there is evidence for additional struc-
ture at high ~+m masses. This can be interpreted in
terms of production of the 8(1720) and an additional
broad resonance with a mass of -2.1 GeV/c . The ob-
served mass, width, and cos0 distributions for the
8(1720) are consistent with those observed in the K+K
channel. No clear interpretation exists for the higher-
mass resonance at 2. 1 GeV/c . The branching ratio has
been obtained for 8(1720) by assuming the decay-angular
distributions are the same as those found in the K+K
channel:

m =2.086+0.015 GeV/c

I =0.210+0.063 CJeV/c

B(J/1(~yX(2100) )B(X(2100)~n+m )

=(3.0+0.5+0.6) X 10

In the @K+K final state, the f'(1525) and the 8(1720)
have been observed. The masses and widths have been
measured:

mf ——1.525+0.010+0.010 CreV/c

rf.=0.085+0.035 GeV/c

m ——1.720+0.010+0.010 GeV/c

I a=0. 130+0.020 GeV/c

These agree well with the standard values. '

The spins and the helicity-amplitude ratios for the
f'(1525) and 8(1720) have been measured. The relative
phases have been found to be consistent with zero, and

J (f')=2+ at -99.9% C.L. ,

x =0.63+0.10,

y =0.17+0.20,
J (8)=2+ at 99.9%%uo C.L. ,

x = —1.07+0.20,

y = —1.09+0.25 .

The branching ratios have been measured:

B(J/P~f '(1525) )B(f'(1525)~K+K )

=(3.0+0.7+0.6) X10

B(J//~8( 1720))B(8(1720)~K+K )

=(4.8+0.6+0.9) X 10

The value for the f'(1525) branching ratio presented here
is somewhat larger than the previous measurement of
(0.9+0.3+0.5) X 10 (Ref. 7), while that for the 8(1720)
is consistent.

B(J/P~y8(1720))B(8(1720)~m +sr )

=(1.6+0.4+0.3) X 10

These values are consistent with the previous measure-
ment of this final state. The higher-mass peak X(2100)
has the following properties:
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